Putting more “We” into Practice

Making the laws is what the **Legislative Branch** does, and without rules, the **We the People** will have big problems.

Our founding fathers wisely realized this and were so prepared that when issues came up or when not everyone agreed with decisions, they designed the game plan so that the **Judicial Branch** could take part in a solution!

This is the importance of our **Checks and Balances** system and our Constitution! From George Washington to Barak Obama, the president in the

**Executive Branch**, has **ONE THIRD of the remaining power**. Each branch, with a great purpose for our country, must work together like a team!

Separating (and limiting) the roles and responsibilities collectively among **Congress**, the **President**, and the **Supreme Court** is better than Kings and Queens or groups solely becoming too POWERFUL or abusive in making laws, carrying out laws, and interpreting laws.

Until the **Checks and Balances** system fails or unless **We the People** can create a better system similar to

Isaac Newton’s idea of balance among forces of the sun and planets, then

Everyone must connect to our Constitution, vote in elections, and just make a good difference. Citizens have that powerful energy!

Unitedly protecting our rights into the future, **We the People** choose to keep our **Checks and Balances** and our government in harmony.
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